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Abstract
Network coding is commonly used to improve the energy efficiency of network-wide broadcasting in wireless multi-hop networks.
In this work, we focus on XOR-based broadcasting in mobile ad hoc networks with multiple sources. We make the observation that
the common approach, which is to benefit from the synergy of XOR network coding with a CDS-based broadcast algorithm, suffers
performance breakdowns. After delving into the details of this synergy, we attribute this behavior to an important mechanism of the
underlying broadcast algorithm, known as the “termination criterion”. To tackle the problem, we propose a termination criterion
that is fully compatible with XOR coding. In addition to that, we revisit the internals of XOR coding. We first enhance the synergy
of XOR coding with the underlying broadcast algorithm by allowing each mechanism to benefit from information available by the
other. In this way, we manage to improve the pruning efficiency of the CDS-based algorithm while at the same time we come
up with a method for detecting coding opportunities that has minimal storage and processing requirements compared to current
approaches. Then, for the first time, we use XOR coding as a mechanism not only for enhancing energy efficiency but also for
reducing the end-to-end-delay. We validate the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm through extensive simulations on a diverse
set of scenarios.
Keywords: energy-efficient broadcasting, network coding, mobile ad hoc network, XOR-based coding, connected dominating set,
deterministic broadcasting
1. Introduction
Network-layer broadcasting is fundamental for mobile ad
hoc networks because it provides the means to disseminate in-
formation throughout the network. Besides application data,
broadcast protocols are also used to distribute control infor-
mation to every network node [1, 2]. In this way, each node
maintains a view of the network structure that is a basic el-
ement for many networking mechanisms. The seminal work
by Ahlswede et al. [3] introduced network coding, a concept
that significantly enhances the performance of networking pro-
tocols in both wired and wireless networks. As a result, over the
last years, many researchers focused on incorporating network
coding into broadcasting in wireless ad hoc networks [4–25].
Based on their main objective, coding-based approaches can
be classified into: i) energy-efficient, and ii) delivery guarantee
schemes. The schemes of the first class [4–13] utilize network
coding towards energy efficiency aiming to strike the best pos-
sible balance between delivery and cost (as expressed by the
number of transmissions). On the other hand, the schemes of
the second class [14–25] use network coding to guarantee the
delivery of broadcast packets to all network nodes, treating the
minimization of the related costs as a secondary objective.
In this work we focus on energy-efficient broadcasting in
mobile ad hoc networks. Moreover, we are interested in the
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scenario of multiple broadcasting sources, i.e. we examine the
many-to-all and all-to-all communication paradigms. Such sce-
narios appear rather frequently when multiple nodes in parallel
and independently engage in discovery phases. Some represen-
tative examples include discovering routes in on-demand rout-
ing protocols [1], locating resources in service discovery appli-
cations [2, 26] and retrieving volatile data from peer databases
[27, 28]. In all of the aforementioned examples the focus is on
energy efficiency rather than on guaranteeing delivery.
In the field of energy efficient broadcasting the most popu-
lar design choice is to adopt XOR-based network coding [29].
Algorithms that follow this approach [4–9] encode packets on
a hop-by-hop basis using bitwise XOR and then forward them
using a Connected Dominating Set (CDS) based broadcasting
scheme [30–33]. Although this strategy has been proved suc-
cessful, we bring to light several occasions where its perfor-
mance severely degrades and the coding gain becomes negligi-
ble. Motivated by this finding, we examine in depth the syn-
ergy of network coding and the underlying CDS-based broad-
cast algorithm. We conclude that the weak link is the mecha-
nism of the broadcasting algorithm known as “the termination
criterion”. Therefore, as a first step, we explore the use of al-
ternative termination criteria proposed in the literature of tradi-
tional broadcasting. Unfortunately, we find that none of them
is compatible with XOR network coding. To address the prob-
lem, we propose the Network Coding Broadcast with Coded
Redundancy (NOB-CR) algorithm which incorporates a novel
termination criterion that is fully compatible with XOR coding.
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Moreover, NOB-CR revisits the coding internals in order to en-
hance the overall performance in terms of energy efficiency, de-
livery delay and utilization of network resources. In summary,
our main contributions are:
• We unveil the shortcomings in the synergy between XOR
coding and CDS-based broadcasting (Section 3). Then,
after analyzing the reasons of this finding, we propose a
coding-friendly termination criterion for the CDS-based
algorithm and illustrate its efficiency (Section 4).
• We delineate a novel method for detecting coding oppor-
tunities (Section 5.2). The method is lightweight in the
sense that, in contrast to current approaches, requires each
node to maintain minimum state while it mostly utilizes
information that is already available through the underly-
ing broadcast mechanism.
• We enhance the pruning efficiency of the underlying CDS-
based algorithm by exploiting information available from
the coding mechanism, i.e. we establish a bidirectional
synergy between network coding and CDS-based forward-
ing (Section 5.3).
• We address the problem of increased end-to-end delay in
network coding broadcasting (Section 5.4). This prob-
lem is a direct consequence of Random Assessment De-
lay (RAD), a mechanism used by XOR coding in an ef-
fort to increase coding opportunities. The proposed so-
lution, called Coded Redundancy, takes a novel approach
and uses XOR coding to achieve a cost-free increase of
packet redundancy across the network in order to reduce
end-to-end delay.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we review the basic principles of CDS-based broadcasting and
XOR network coding. In Section 6, we present an extensive
evaluation of the proposed algorithm. In Section 7, we review
the existing work related to coding-based broadcasting in wire-
less ad hoc networks. Finally, we summarize our findings in
Section 8.
2. Preliminaries
Before continuing, we first briefly review the basic principles
of CDS based broadcasting as well as XOR-based coding.
2.1. CDS-based Broadcast Principles
Energy efficient broadcast algorithms aim to minimize the
number of transmissions required for delivering a packet to all
network nodes [34, 35]. The most effective algorithms follow
the CDS-based broadcasting approach. According to this, the
algorithm constructs a connected dominating set of the net-
work [30–32]. The nodes constituting the CDS are the for-
warders, i.e. those elected to forward the broadcast packets,
while all other nodes just act as passive receivers. Since com-
puting the forwarders should be performed in a distributed fash-
ion, the common approach is to approximate them locally at
each node v using its 1-hop neighbor set (N(v)), i.e. the set that
consists of v’s one hop neighbors, and the 2-hop neighbor set
(N(N(v))), i.e. the set consisting of all nodes that lie at maxi-
mum two hops away from v.
Even though transmitting packets only through forwarders
successfully reduces packet duplicates, a significant number of
them still exists across the network. This is because the selec-
tion of forwarders is made in a distributed manner and with lim-
ited information. As a result, special attention should be given
to these duplicates as they could lead to additional transmis-
sions and degrade energy efficiency. Therefore, the reception
of a packet duplicate in a forwarder node leads to a dilemma
whether to forward it or not. Forwarding the duplicate could
increase redundant transmissions while dropping it could po-
tentially impact the delivery efficiency. The mechanism that
is responsible to handle such situations is the termination cri-
terion. Multiple criteria have been proposed in the literature
[33, 36–38]. In the rest of this paper we will use the terminol-
ogy proposed in [33] and [36] to refer to these criteria:
Termination Criterion 1 [Marked/unmarked (M/U)]: Each
node keeps track of the packets received by each of its 1-hop
neighbors. Then, in the case of a duplicate reception, a for-
warder transmits the received duplicate if at least one of the
neighbors is not marked to have received the packet.
This is the most well-known approach. However, having all
nodes to store the reception status for all of their 1-hop neigh-
bors and for all packets could be a daunting challenge in terms
of both memory usage and processing overhead [33].
Termination Criterion 2 [Relayed/unrelayed (R/U)]: A for-
warder transmits a duplicate only if no other duplicate of the
same packet has been relayed by the same forwarder in the past.
Termination Criterion 3 [Covered/uncovered (C/U)]: A node
acting as a forwarder relays packets seen for the first time while
it drops already seen packets including the ones not relayed in
the past because the node was not elected as a forwarder at that
time.
In contrast to M/U, the latter two approaches are more realistic
due to the limited storage and processing requirements.
The algorithms proposed in the literature follow two major
strategies for building the CDS, i.e. calculating the forwarders.
The first is to build a CDS that is common to every network
node using local information [31, 38–49] while the second is to
build a source-specific CDS [32, 33, 50, 51]. In the first cate-
gory the nodes of the CDS are used for any packet regardless
of its source and updated whenever topology changes are de-
tected. Most efficient studies in this line of research also use
information related to the broadcast process, e.g. packet re-
ception status, in order to further prune transmissions and/or
enhance reliability [31, 38, 43–49]. On the other hand, in the
second category, a node that relays a packet calculates the list
of forwarders by considering the previous hop of the packet and
piggybacks the corresponding list on it. In this way, a source-
based CDS is formed for each packet. More specifically, when
a node v receives a packet from u checks whether it is selected
as a forwarder. If so, a common approach is to elect forwarders
so as to deliver the packet to (or “cover”) the setU(v) of nodes
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that lie exactly 2-hops away from v, i.e. U(v)=N(N(v))−N(v).
The set of candidate forwarders C(v) is in general a subset of
v’s neighbors, i.e. C(v)⊆N(v). Note that U(v)⊆⋃∀u∈C(v)N(u)
and that C(v) can be seen as a set of sets if each node u ∈ C(v) is
replaced byN(u), thus the election of forwarders is modeled as
a set cover problem. The solution is usually given by the well-
known greedy set cover (GSC) algorithm [52], however other
more efficient approximation algorithms exist [31, 53–55]. Fur-
thermore, node v takes advantage of u’s neighborhood to reduce
both the set of candidate forwarders, i.e. C(v)=N(v)−N(u),
and the set of nodes U(v) that should receive the packet. Al-
gorithms in the sourced-based CDS category vary in the ap-
proach taken to minimize the set U(v) and therefore the num-
ber of forwarders. TDP and PDP [33] exploit u’s two-hop
neighborhood and further minimize theU(v) set. For example,
node v in PDP elects forwarders in order to cover the nodes in
U(v)=N(N(v))−N(v)−N(u)−N(N(u)∩N(v)). In the context of
this paper, for presentation purposes we selected Partial Domi-
nant Pruning (PDP) [33] as the reference algorithm. However,
our findings can be easily generalized to all CDS-based broad-
cast protocols. The reason is that, as far as the CDS-based oper-
ation is concerned, we focus on the termination criterion which
is a generic mechanism that does not depend on the specifics of
each algorithm.
2.2. XOR Coding Specifics
XOR-based coding works on a hop-by-hop basis, i.e. packets
encoded by a node are decoded by its neighbors. The idea is that
each node v can combine packets using bitwise XOR operations
in order to produce an encoded packet. For the neighboring
nodes to be able to decode the encoded packet, the choice of na-
tive, i.e. non coded, packets is important. More specifically, for
a successful coding of k packets , each neighbor should know
k− 1 of those packets beforehand. This requirement guarantees
that each neighbor should be able to decode the encoded packet.
The existence of k > 1 packets that can be encoded is known
as a coding opportunity [29]. It is clear that, finding a coding
opportunity depends on v’s knowledge about the packets that
each of its neighbors has already received. To acquire such in-
formation, v employs opportunistic listening [4, 29] and snoops
all communication in the wireless medium. The acquired in-
formation is stored in what is called the neighbor reception ta-
ble. Moreover, node v should store in what is called the packet
pool all recently received native packets in order to be able to
perform decoding of encoded packets. To describe the method
more formally, let Pv denote v’s packet pool, i.e. the set of na-
tive packets recently received by v andRuv denote u’s view of the
same buffer. Note that Ruv is part of u’s neighbor reception table.
Node v may choose a set of native packets B′⊆Pv and produce
an encoded packet, by using bitwise XOR, in the presence of a
coding opportunity. This means that a set B′,∅,|B′|>1 can be
found such that, according to v’s neighbor reception table, each
node u ∈ N(v) has received at least |B′|−1 of the native packets
in B′, i.e. |Rvu ∩ B′| ≥ |B′|−1,∀u ∈ N(v). Successful decoding
depends on the consistency of Rvu, i.e., whether Rvu⊆Pu. Decod-
ing failures at a node u occur when |Pu ∩B′|< |B′|−1 and result
in the loss of all packets included in the encoded one.
The efficiency of XOR-based coding clearly depends on the
existence of coding opportunities. This is because for each
encoded packet that contains k native ones only one transmis-
sion is required instead of k, thus saving energy and reducing
packet collisions. To maximize the number of coding opportu-
nities XOR-based coding approaches introduce a Random As-
sessment Delay (RAD) before relaying a packet. Higher values
of RAD result in more candidate packets for encoding, however
this comes at the cost of increased end-to-end delay.
3. The synergy between network coding and the termina-
tion criterion
XOR network coding as well as the termination criterion of a
CDS-based algorithm are essential mechanisms for energy ef-
ficient broadcasting as both aim to minimize packet transmis-
sions. Ensuring a smooth synergy is critical for building an ef-
ficient algorithm. Most proposed coding-based broadcast algo-
rithms combine XOR-coding with CDS-based approaches that
utilize the M/U criterion [4–7] while others do not provide in-
sight on the termination criterion used [7, 8]. In the following
we will show that M/U faces performance issues that hamper
the coding operation. At the same time, using other proposed
termination criteria, such as R/U and C/U, in parallel with XOR
coding raises significant design issues.
3.1. The M/U criterion limits coding gains
The choice to combine M/U with XOR coding is reasonable.
First, M/U is compatible with the RAD technique that is es-
sential for network coding. In fact, RAD improves the pruning
efficiency of M/U. This is because the imposed delay allows
the reception of more packet duplicates which could potentially
change the initial decision to relay the packet. This is the reason
for which RAD has also been proposed in the context of broad-
casting without network coding [34, 35]. However, although in
non-coded approaches there are alternatives that provide per-
formance improvements similar to that of RAD but without
the associated delay, in coding-based approaches using RAD is
essential. The second reason for which state-of-the-art XOR-
based approaches adopt the M/U criterion is because in this
case XOR coding can be implemented with limited cost. Recall
that the latter requires information about the reception status of
the neighboring nodes, i.e. the neighbor reception table. This
is exactly the information on which M/U decisions are based
on, therefore this information is already available through the
implementation of M/U. Besides the advantages of using M/U
there is also a significant downside. M/U is known to be less ef-
ficient than other proposed criteria [36, 37]. This motivated us
to further examine the performance of XOR-based broadcast-
ing implementing M/U against non coding schemes utilizing
the other termination criteria, i.e. R/U and C/U.
For our investigation, we conducted a series of experiments
using the ns2 simulator [56]. We chose to experiment with the
well-established CodeB algorithm [4] that utilizes network cod-
ing and builds on top of PDP using the M/U termination crite-
rion. In our experimental setup, 100 nodes move with max-
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Figure 1: Performance under varying traffic load: (a) Delivery rate (b) Trans-
mission reduction compared to PDP M/U.
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Figure 2: Performance for different network sizes: (a) Delivery rate (b) Trans-
mission reduction compared to PDP M/U.
imum speed of 1 m/s in a square area according to the Ran-
dom Waypoint (RW) model [57]. Each node has a neighbor-
hood with an average size of 15 nodes, while 50 nodes generate
broadcast traffic with a rate of 1 packet/s. More information
about the simulation set-up can be found in Section 6. First, we
evaluated the performance of CodeB under various levels of of-
fered traffic by varying the number of source nodes. Fig. 1a de-
picts its delivery efficiency, while Fig. 1b displays its ability to
prune transmissions compared to the non-coding PDP scheme
that uses the M/U criterion. As expected, CodeB successfully
reduces the number of transmissions and provides enhanced
packet delivery in cases of low to medium traffic load. How-
ever, as the network traffic increases its efficiency deteriorates.
Based on this observation, we attempted to boost CodeB’s per-
formance. More specifically, we included a new version of
CodeB that maximizes the benefits of network coding by in-
creasing the RAD value from 200 ms to 400 ms. However,
despite the fact that the new CodeB version clearly discovers
more coding opportunities and thus further reduces transmis-
sions (Fig. 1b), its improvement in terms of delivery efficiency
is limited (Fig. 1a). To further investigate the reasons behind
CodeB’s poor behavior, we compared it against two versions of
the non-coding PDP scheme, one implementing the R/U crite-
rion and the other the C/U. If there exists at least one simple
PDP scheme that performs better than CodeB then the origins
of the witnessed poor behavior reside in the termination crite-
rion rather than the coding mechanism itself. Interestingly, this
is confirmed by our results in Fig. 1. After the breaking point
of 50 broadcast sources (half of the network nodes), the non-
coding PDP schemes outperform CodeB regardless of the RAD
value used. The only exception is PDP M/U that, similar to
CodeB, suffers from a performance breakdown.
Similar findings are witnessed in our second experiment
where we assess the scalability of all algorithms by increasing
the number of network participants (Fig. 2). CodeB outper-
forms all schemes for networks comprised of fewer than 100
participants. Despite the fact that the offered load remains con-
stant as the network size increases, CodeB and PDP M/U can-
not avoid performance breakdown (Fig. 2a). Both generate a
large number of transmissions (Fig. 2b) that induce failures due
to packet collisions. Increasing the RAD value offers CodeB a
performance improvement, however the gain is still limited and
the problem is not solved. On the other hand, the non-coding
schemes, PDP R/U and C/U, present a relatively stable behavior
regardless of the network size. Clearly, the best performing al-
gorithm is PDP C/U that reduces transmissions by up to ∼60%
while keeping the delivery efficiency above ∼75%.
Overall, the results revealed that the combination of network
coding with the M/U termination criterion is not always the best
choice. In particular, non-coding schemes perform far better
than CodeB when the traffic in the network increases; either
because more traffic is offered from more sources (first experi-
ment) or because in a bigger network (second experiment) more
forwarders exist and produce more packet duplicates. As ex-
plained, this behavior is not the result of the coding operation
itself but is inherited from the underlying broadcast scheme and
more specifically the termination criterion. There are two rea-
sons for this. The first and predominant one is the limited ability
of M/U to prune redundant transmissions. As a result, conges-
tion quickly builds up and results in more collisions, therefore
reducing delivery efficiency. The second reason is related to
the neighbor reception table, i.e. the structure containing infor-
mation about the packets received by each neighbor, which is
necessary for both M/U and XOR coding. In the typical im-
plementation of this structure, information for each packet is
maintained for a limited time period. As traffic in the network
increases, the delay jitter between the first and the last dupli-
cate of a packet also increases. As a result, there is an increased
probability that a packet duplicate arrives at a node v after the
information for that packet has expired and been removed from
the neighbor reception table. This results in node v transmit-
ting more duplicates and thus aggravating congestion. Increas-
ing the expiration period for information in the neighbor recep-
tion table improves performance up to a limit. After that, no
further improvement is possible and performance breakdown
is still evident due to the limited pruning ability of M/U. We
also implemented the neighbor reception table as a fixed size
structure without imposing an expiration period. We tested dif-
ferent sizes and found that performance degradation appears to
be more severe in this case.
3.2. The pitfalls of using other termination criteria
Our observations highlight the need for replacing M/U with
alternative criteria, such as R/U and C/U. However, doing so
is not straightforward. The main reason is what we call “the
packet reordering problem”. Before analyzing the packet re-
ordering problem, let us first describe the implementation as-
pects of the two alternative termination criteria. Recall that both
R/U and C/U delineate a policy for handling packet duplicates.
More specifically, in R/U a forwarder relays a duplicate only if
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Figure 3: Example where the propagation of packet p1 terminates due to the
packet reordering problem.
no other duplicate of the same packet was relayed in the past.
On the other hand, in C/U a forwarder v relays only the pack-
ets seen for the first time and ignores packets seen in the past
even if v did not forward those packets, i.e. v was not selected
as a forwarder at that time. In order for both R/U and C/U to
function properly, there are two prerequisites. The first is that
packets should be uniquely identified through a number added
by the source node at creation time. The second prerequisite
is that each node implementing the termination criterion should
store a full reception history on a packet basis (i.e. the id’s of re-
ceived packets). This is neither practical nor realistic due to the
high storage and processing requirements. For this reason, the
traditional implementation of both R/U and C/U takes a much
simpler approach. The numbers used to identify packets are
assigned by the source in a sequential manner (thus called se-
quence numbers) so as packets with higher numbers correspond
to the ones created more recently. This allows each node v that
implements either R/U or C/U to only store a single sequence
number (SNs) for every source node s. In the R/U criterion (C/U
criterion), this is the largest number seen in a packet from s and
forwarded (received) by v. Then, for an incoming packet p1
carrying the sequence number SNp1 it is sufficient to check that
SNp1 > SNs so as to decide that it is not a duplicate.
Unfortunately, the aforementioned implementation is fully
functional only under the assumption that all nodes in the net-
work receive packets in the same order in which they were
created. When this order is altered the problem that we call
packet reordering emerges, impairing the ability of both R/U
and C/U to detect duplicates and therefore having a severe im-
pact on their performance. The utilization of XOR coding un-
fortunately results in packet reordering and thus its incompati-
bility with current implementations of both R/U and C/U. More
specifically, packet reordering appears due to the random as-
sessment delay (RAD) that network coding uses at each node
in order to maximize the probability of finding a coding op-
portunity. To make it more clear, let us examine the problem
through an example in which both R/U and C/U fail to work
properly. Fig. 3 illustrates the propagation of packets p1 and
p2 across an example network. Both packets originate from the
same source s and p1 is created before p2. Therefore, the se-
quence number of p1 is smaller than that of p2, i.e., SNp1<SNp2 .
When RAD is not utilized, u will forward both packets in the
same order as received. Then, v will first receive p1, update
SNs, i.e. SNs ← SNp1 , and finally forward p1. Upon reception
of p2, v will confirm that SNp2>SNs and will forward p2. On the
other hand, if RAD is utilized, u introduces a random delay be-
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Figure 4: Performance of PDP C/U vs traffic load using different RAD intervals:
(a) Delivery efficiency (b) Average number of forwards per packet.
fore forwarding p1 and p2. Due to randomness, the delay for p2
may be significantly smaller than the corresponding delay for
p1, thus resulting in u forwarding the two packets in the reverse
order, i.e. p2 first and then p1. After receiving p2, v updates SNs
to the value SNp2 and forwards p2. Later on, when v receives p1
makes the observation that SNp1 <SNs, therefore rejects p1 al-
though it is not a duplicate. This decision has a major impact
on the delivery efficiency since p1 never reaches nodes z and x.
To validate the impact of the packet reordering problem we
conducted a series of experiments on the PDP algorithm using
the C/U termination criterion. We examined the effect of differ-
ent values of the random assessment delay. For the experimen-
tal setup we used the same settings described in Section 3.1.
Fig. 4 illustrates our main results. Clearly, RAD has a consider-
able impact on the overall broadcasting performance regardless
of the offered load. More specifically, the packet reordering
problem may result in a reduction of the number of relaying de-
cisions up to ∼3 times (Fig. 4b). However, this pruning is erro-
neous in the sense that it prematurely terminates the broadcast-
ing process, thus, reducing the delivery efficiency up to ∼50%
(Fig. 4a). As expected, higher RAD values have a more severe
impact on the performance as in these cases the probability of
receiving packets out of order increases. We observed similar
findings in the R/U case.
4. Building a coding friendly termination criterion
Establishing the compatibility of R/U and C/U with XOR
coding requires solving the packet reordering problem. Allow-
ing each node that implements either of these criteria to store
a full packet reception history can provide a solution. How-
ever, as mentioned earlier, this approach is neither practical nor
realistic due to the high storage and processing requirements.
Towards a more efficient solution, we propose the modified cov-
ered/uncovered (MC/U) termination criterion that extends C/U.
We choose to build on top of C/U because both the related lit-
erature [36, 37] and our experimental results (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2)
confirm that it achieves the best performance against all other
proposed termination criteria. The main idea behind our ap-
proach is to implement the same forwarding criteria as in C/U
but to allow each node to store information (just one bit as we
will discuss in the following) for each of the k, instead of just
one, most recently seen packets from each source node. This
5
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k
one bitmap per
source node
maximum sequence number
Figure 5: Structure used for the modified covered/uncovered (MC/U) termina-
tion criterion.
allows the node to detect any duplicate of these k packets with-
out problems caused by packet reordering. Duplicate detection
is not possible for a packet that is older than the k recorded ones
because no relevant information is available. However, this is
important only if a copy of a packet p from source s is received
by a node after the k-th packet that s generated after p. By in-
creasing k it is possible to minimize the probability of such an
occasion. Even if such an occasion arises we choose to drop
the packet, i.e. adopt the C/U policy, rather than forwarding
it (which corresponds to the M/U policy) in order to avoid in-
creasing the network congestion levels.
Selecting a proper value for k is clearly a challenging task.
Large values increase the storage and processing requirements
at each node while small values increase the probability of re-
ceiving a packet without being able to decide whether it is a
duplicate or not. After experimentation, we concluded that the
MC/U criterion has a competitive performance even when a
small value of k is required due to space limitations. Nonethe-
less, the storage and processing requirements may raise a con-
cern. To address such concerns, we implement MC/U using
bitmaps. Note that bitmaps have been used for similar purposes
in the context of multicasting in ad hoc networks [58]. More
specifically, a node v that implements MC/U, instead of storing
the k last seen sequence numbers from a source s, it uses only
one bit for each of them, i.e. a total of k bits in the form of a
bitmap BMs (Fig. 5). Then sequence numbers are mapped to the
bits of BMs and each bit is used to indicate whether the corre-
sponding sequence number is known (bit set to 1), i.e. v has
RelayOrNot(packet p, bitmap BMs, int SNMAXs , int mindex)
1: if (p.SN > SNMAXs ) then
2: Update(p,BMs,SNMAXs ,mindex)
3: relay p if forwarder
4: else
5: SNMINs ← SNMAXs − k
6: if (p.SN <= SNMINs ) then
7: drop p
8: else
9: index← p.SN − SNMAXs + mindex
10: if (index < 0) then
11: index← index + k
12: end if
13: val← BMs.get(index)
14: if (val) then
15: drop p
16: else
17: BMs.set(index)
18: relay p if forwarder
19: end if
20: end if
21: end if
Figure 6: Pseudocode of the MC/U forwarding procedure.
Update(packet p, bitmap BMs, int SNMAXs , int mindex)
1: mindex′ ← (mindex + p.SN − SNMAXs )%k
2: rollover←
⌊
mindex+p.SN−SNMAXs
k
⌋
3: if (rollover == 1) then
4: BMs.zero(mindex + 1, k − 1)
5: BMs.zero(0, mindex′ − 1)
6: else if (rollover > 1) then
7: BMs.zero(0, k − 1)
8: else
9: BMs.zero(mindex + 1, mindex′ − 1)
10: end if
11: mindex← mindex′
12: SNMAXs ← p.SN
13: BMs.set(mindex)
Figure 7: Pseudocode for updating the bitmap.
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Figure 8: Performance of PDP MC/U under varying traffic load using different
RAD intervals: (a) Delivery efficiency (b) Average number of forwards per
packet.
already received a packet carrying this sequence number, or not
(bit set to 0). At the same time, by using bitmaps the node takes
advantage of the low cost read/write operations. Furthermore,
node v stores the maximum known sequence number from s
(SNMAXs ) as well as the index (mindex) of the bit in BMs that cor-
responds to SNMAXs .
The pseudocode of MC/U is illustrated in Fig. 6. When a
node v receives a packet p from s it first checks whether its se-
quence number p.SN is greater than SNMAXs . If this is the case v
relays the packet (if it is an elected forwarder) and updates its
state (Fig. 7). This update involves the following steps. First
v calculates the index (mindex′) of the bit that corresponds to
the new sequence number (line 1). Observe that this calcula-
tion may involve a rollover, i.e. reusing the bits of the bitmap.
Then v resets all the bits from position mindex+1 to mindex′−1
(lines 2-10). This is done because those bits correspond to the
sequence numbers between SNMAXs and p.SN and no packet car-
rying one of these numbers has been received so far. Note that
if p.SN − SNMAXs > k, i.e. a multiple rollover occurs, then all bits
of the bitmap must be reset (lines 6-7). Finally, v updates SNMAXs
and mindex (lines 11-12) and sets the corresponding bit to indi-
cate that a packet carrying SNMAXs has already been received (line
13). Going back to the basic algorithm (Fig. 6), if p.SN ≤ SNMAXs
then v should decide whether p.SN is one of the k most recent
sequence numbers. If not (lines 5-7) the packet is dropped be-
cause it is not possible to decide whether it is a duplicate or not.
Otherwise, v calculates the index of the bit that corresponds to
p.SN (lines 9-12). If that bit is set to 1 then p is dropped because
it is a duplicate otherwise the bit is set to 1 and p is relayed if v
is an elected forwarder (lines 13-18).
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To validate the efficacy of MC/U we developed a version of
the PDP scheme that utilizes it instead of C/U. Then, we re-
peated the same experiments described in Section 3.2, testing
different values of RAD under varying offered load. Fig. 8 il-
lustrates our main results. In contrast to PDP C/U (Fig. 4a),
RAD has a negligible impact on the delivery performance of
PDP MC/U (Fig. 8a). At the same time, the ability of MC/U
to prune transmissions is not damaged. Both MC/U and C/U
achieve roughly the same number of transmissions (compare
Fig. 8b and 4b when the performance of C/U does not col-
lapse, i.e. when no RAD is used). Overall, the results prove
that MC/U successfully tackles the packet reordering problem.
5. Network Coding Broadcast with Coded Redundancy
In this section, we introduce the Network cOding Broadcast
with Coded Redundancy (NOB-CR) algorithm. NOB-CR, sim-
ilar to other schemes, takes the approach to implement XOR
coding on top of a CDS-based broadcast algorithm. However,
in order to maximize the performance of network coding, NOB-
CR employs the MC/U termination criterion introduced in sec-
tion 4. As the default CDS algorithm we choose PDP although
any algorithm of this category could be used. Regarding the
coding process, similar to XOR coding approaches, NOB-CR
utilizes network coding on a hop-by-hop basis. Each intermedi-
ate node uses bitwise XOR operations to combine native pack-
ets into encoded ones under the requirement that all neighbor-
ing nodes can decode them. Nonetheless, NOB-CR uses only
one of the two specialized data structures required for coding
(see Section 2.2), i.e. the packet pool. This is because its
lightweight coding detection mechanism renders obsolete the
use of the other one, i.e. the neighbor reception table. We dis-
cuss this issue in detail in Section 5.2. Besides the aforemen-
tioned differences, NOB-CR deviates from other approaches by
introducing a series of mechanisms that significantly improve
the broadcasting performance and alleviate the related costs. In
particular, these mechanisms are:
• A lightweight coding detection method that operates with-
out the need of maintaining a neighbor reception table.
• A novel method for the computation of forwarders that
uses information provided by the RAD mechanism to in-
crease the overall pruning efficiency.
• A cost-free method to inject packet redundancy in the net-
work in order to reduce the end-to-end delay.
In the following, we delineate NOB-CR’s basic operation as
well as the aforementioned mechanisms.
5.1. Basic operation
Fig. 9 describes the basic operation of NOB-CR by illustrat-
ing the life cycle of a packet at a node that implements the pro-
tocol. An incoming packet is first examined for deciding if it
is a native or an encoded one. In the latter case, the packet is
decoded to produce the native packets that it consists of. Then,
for each native packet the receiving node examines: a) whether
packet
reception Encoded?
Decode
MC/U
fulfilled?
Drop packet
Forwarder?
Coding
exists?
Buffered
for RAD
RAD
expired?
Coding
exists?
Compute fwds
∀ native pkt
Compute fwds
Send as native
Send encoded
yes
no
yes
no
no
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
Figure 9: Flow diagram of a packet’s life cycle in NOB-CR.
the packet meets the termination criterion conditions, and b)
the set of forwarders that is piggybacked on the packet to de-
termine if it is selected as a forwarder for the packet. If at least
one of these tests is negative the packet is dropped and the pro-
cess terminates. Otherwise, the coding opportunity detection
process initiates. If a coding opportunity is detected, the set of
forwarders is determined (please refer to Section 2.2 for details)
for each native packet involved and then the encoded packet is
created and immediately transmitted. In the absence of a cod-
ing opportunity, the received packet is temporarily buffered in
the output queue for a randomly chosen time interval according
to the RAD mechanism. This allows the packet to participate
in subsequent coding inquiries. When the buffering interval ex-
pires the packet is examined for coding one last time before
being transmitted as native.
5.2. Lightweight detection of coding opportunities
Finding coding opportunities at an intermediate node
strongly depends on the packets that each neighbor has already
received. To acquire such information, each node snoops all
communication in the wireless medium [4, 29] and stores it in
the neighbor reception table. However, the maintenance of this
table comes at a significant cost. Keeping track of every packet
received by each neighbor requires a considerable amount of
storage. Likewise, updating the neighbor reception table on a
packet arrival basis is a task that requires significant processing
u
v
w
p1
p2
R
S
N(v)
(a)
u
v
w
z
p1
p2
p1
S
N(v)
(b)
Figure 10: Searching for coding opportunities when v has received (a) one
duplicate, or (b) more duplicates per packet.
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power. In order to avoid these costs, we introduce a new ap-
proach for finding coding opportunities. Our method operates
without the need for a neighbor reception table. In fact, it uses
neighborhood information that is available through the under-
lying broadcasting mechanism. To explain the method, let us
use the example in Fig. 10a. In this, node v receives packets
p1 and p2 from u and w respectively and checks for a coding
opportunity. Recall that a coding opportunity exists only when
all of v’s neighbors can decode the prospective encoded packet
p1⊕p2. In other words, all neighbors must know either p1 or p2,
or both. Observe that the set of neighbors that can decode the
packet is N(u) ∪ N(w). As a result, it suffices for v to confirm
that the set R=N(v)−N(u)−N(w) is an empty set to decide that
p1⊕p2 is possible.
To increase the probability of producing an encoded packet
our approach takes advantage of packet duplicates. Recall that
a native packet waits in node v for a random time in order to
find a coding opportunity. During this time v receives multiple
copies of the native packet. Our observation is that each of these
copies reaches a different part of v’s neighborhood. As a result,
it is possible to minimize R and thus increase the probability of
finding a coding opportunity. Fig. 10b illustrates the advantages
of considering packet duplicates. In the example, node v re-
ceives a duplicate of p1 from node z while initially v received p1
from node u. Taking into account the neighbors that indirectly
received p1 through node z, node v searches for coding oppor-
tunities by estimating the set R=N(v)−N(w)−(N(u) ∪ N(z)),
which is now an empty set and therefore coding is possible. In
general, when multiple duplicates of both p1 and p2 exist, v can
detect coding opportunities using the set
R=N(v)−Z1−Z2 (1)
where
Zm =
⋃
i∈Hm
N(i) (2)
andHm is the set containing all of v’s neighbors that forwarded
a copy of packet pm.
An important feature of a coding process is to be able to find
coding opportunities that involve more than two native packets,
i.e. increase what is known as the coding depth. This feature is
critical because it allows for further reduction of transmissions,
thus improving energy efficiency. To illustrate that it is possi-
ble to use the proposed method to find coding opportunities in-
volving multiple packets let us extend the example in Fig. 10b.
Assume now that another native packet p3 is available at node v
and that we wish to check whether we can include it in the orig-
inal coding p1⊕p2, i.e. create the encoded packet p1⊕p2⊕p3.
Recall that the prerequisite is that every node in N(v) should
know at least two of the thee packets. Observe that nodes in the
set S = N(w)∩(N(u)∪N(z)) = Z1∩Z2 have received both p1
and p2 therefore they fulfill the prerequisite. On the other hand,
nodes in N(v) − S (gray area in Fig. 10b) do not know both
packets but have received either p1 or p2 (otherwise the coding
of p1 and p2 could not be possible). Consequently, these nodes
should known about p3 in order for the triple coding to be pos-
sible. In other words, the set R=N(v) − S − Z3 should be an
empty set. The process can be repeated recursively to include
DetectCodingOpportunities(packet p, output Queue Q)
1: Zp = GetReceiversO f (p)
2: S = Zp
3: C = N(v) − S
4: e = p
5: for each native packet q ∈ Q do
6: Zq = GetReceiversO f (q)
7: R = C −Zq
8: if (R = ∅) then
9: S = S ∩Zq
10: C = N(v) − S
11: e = e ⊕ q
12: end if
13: end for
14: return e
Figure 11: Pseudocode for detecting coding opportunities at node v.
more native packets in the encoding. In general, in order to in-
clude a native packet pn in an encoding that already contains
packets p1, p2, . . . , pm node v should check whether
R = N(v)−S −Zn = N(v)−
m⋂
j=1
Z j −Zn (3)
is an empty set. Fig. 11 presents the pseudocode of NOB-CR’s
coding procedure.
As we mentioned previously, our method renders the use of
a neighbor reception table obsolete which significantly allevi-
ates the related costs. Instead, we mostly rely on information
already available through the underlying broadcast algorithm,
i.e. neighborhood information. The only additional informa-
tion that the method requires for a packet p is the set of previ-
ous hops Hp, i.e. the nodes that forwarded a copy of p to v.
This information can be used to estimate the setZp (procedure
GetReceiversO f (p) in the pseudocode) which consists of the
nodes that have received p. This can be done using neighbor-
hood information, i.e. Zp = ⋃∀i∈Hp N(i). Bear in mind that
neighborhood information is updated on a periodic basis. Fur-
thermore, each packet remains to the output queue for a limited
period of time which is smaller than typical values for a neigh-
borhood update interval. Therefore estimating the receivers of
p by using Zp is as accurate as the neighborhood information.
However, note that due to periodic updating and mobility, Zp
is an approximation of the nodes that actually received p. In
Section 6 we evaluate the impact of mobility on our coding ap-
proach and show that it is negligible even in networks of high
node mobility. In addition, we examine in detail the pros and
cons of using the proposed coding approach over the traditional
one that utilizes a reception table.
Clearly, the advantage of our method is the limited cost for
storing and updating Hp. To explain this note that the basic
data item for representing either a neighbor reception table or
Hp is the id of a node. Now observe that for each packet p re-
ceived by a node v the neighbor reception table may store up to
|N(v)| items in contrast to the |Hp| items stored in our approach.
By definition, in a broadcast algorithm |Hp|  |N(v)|. The to-
tal storage gain is np × (|N(v)| − |Hp|), where np is the average
number of packets for which reception information is stored at
any given time. In Section 6 we show that in our simulation
set-up the storage requirement may be reduced by three orders
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of magnitude. Another benefit stemming from the limited stor-
age requirement is the positive impact on the processing cost
for updating this information (e.g. locating the appropriate Hp
and adding a node id). Last but not least, the proposed algo-
rithm for detecting coding opportunities is entirely based on the
manipulation of sets. Therefore it is possible to represent all
sets using bitmaps and implement our algorithm as a sequence
of fast bitmap operations.
5.3. Exploiting RAD to enhance the pruning process
The pruning efficiency of the underlying CDS-based algo-
rithm is equally important to the coding process for minimiz-
ing transmissions. In general, algorithms that use the source-
based CDS approach are considered to be the most efficient. In
fact, NOB-CR builds on top of such an algorithm, i.e. PDP.
Recall that in PDP a node v elects forwarders from C(v) =
N(v) −N(u) in order to deliver a packet p to all nodes in
U(v) = N(N(v))−N(v)−N(u)−N(N(u)∩N(v)), where u is
the previous hop node that forwarded p to v. We take advantage
of information already provided by the RAD mechanism to fur-
ther enhance the pruning efficiency of PDP. More specifically,
we make the observation that, when electing the forwarders, it
is possible to take into account not only the previous hop node
of p but all other nodes that relayed a duplicate of p while it
was buffered due to the RAD mechanism. As a result, the set of
nodes to be covered can be further reduced to:
U(v) = N(N(v))−N(v)−
⋃
i∈Hp
N(i)−
⋃
i∈Hp
N(N(i)∩N(v)) (4)
where the setHp is the set consisting of all previous hop nodes
of p. The same idea can be applied to any source-based CDS al-
gorithm that uses the same problem modeling such as DP, TDP
and their derivatives. It is clear that reducingU(v) increases the
probability of selecting fewer forwarding nodes from the can-
didate set C(v). Also note that the proposed method comes at
no additional cost since the setHp is used for detecting coding
opportunities.
5.4. Reducing delay through coded redundancy
The performance of XOR-based broadcast schemes heavily
depends on the random assessment delay (RAD) applied before
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Figure 12: End-to-end delay performance of PDP MC/U under varying traffic
load using different RAD intervals.
relaying a packet. In particular, high RAD values increase the
coding opportunities and maximize the coding gain. This be-
havior was confirmed by the experimental results in Section 3.1
(Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) where increasing the RAD value from 200 to
400 ms substantially enhances CodeB’s performance in terms
of delivery ratio and energy efficiency. However, imposing
a RAD to a packet in every node has a major impact on the
end-to-end delay. Although RAD is usually short it results to
an aggregation of a considerable end-to-end delay. To high-
light this effect, we replayed the first experiment in Section 3.1
and recorded the end-to-end-delay for different values of RAD
(Fig. 12). To avoid any interference caused by the performance
degradation of the M/U criterion under high load we used the
PDP algorithm with the MC/U criterion which can sustain per-
formance in such conditions (Fig. 8, Section 4).
The results confirm our observation and expose the
paramount importance of reducing the end-to-end delay when
employing RAD. One way towards this direction is to increase
the packet redundancy across the network. The rationale is that
using more duplicates per packet increases the probability of
delivering a copy of the packet through a faster path. However,
the practice of increasing redundancy should be exercised with
caution because it usually results in extra transmissions. This
impacts the energy efficiency of the broadcast process as well
as its delivery efficiency through the increase of collisions.
We propose a cost-free method for introducing packet redun-
dancy across the network. This method, called Coded Redun-
dancy (CR), targets at increasing the duplicates of a packet and
it is cost-free in the sense that it does not produce new trans-
missions. To accomplish that, CR introduces a new packet type
called gratis. Gratis packets are non-coded packets for which
the receiving node has not been selected for relaying them. In-
stead of dropping them, our method examines if these pack-
ets could be forwarded as part of already encoded packets, i.e.
without cost. Packets already delivered to all neighbors of a
node v do not qualify for marked as gratis because no delay
improvement is feasible. Summarizing, node v can mark gratis
packets using the following criterion:
Definition 1 (Gratis Marking Criterion). A native packet p is
marked as gratis by a node v if there is at least one neighbor of
v that has not received p and v is not a forwarder of p.
Note that it is possible for v to estimate whether a packet has
not been received by all of its neighbors by utilizing a similar
methodology as the one used for detecting coding opportunities
(Section 5.2).
Many aspects of packet handling are the same for gratis and
native packets. More specifically, in order to avoid loops, gratis
packets are considered for forwarding only if they conform to
the termination criterion. Accepted gratis packets are also tem-
porarily buffered using the RAD technique. Then, if a coding
opportunity is detected one or more gratis packets are relayed
as part of an already encoded packet. Nonetheless, there are
also differences in handling gratis and native packets. The first
is that gratis packets are dropped if their buffering time expires
without finding a coding opportunity. This is because they are
meant to be forwarded only as part of an encoded packet. For
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Figure 13: Example of failing to deliver packet p1 to all network nodes when
the “Gratis Receiving Rule” is not implemented.
the same reason gratis packets do not participate in the forward-
ing process, i.e. a node does not determine a set of forwarders
for a gratis packet. Instead, as soon as a packet is marked as
gratis it is always treated as gratis in subsequent hops. This
approach guarantees that gratis packets are forwarded without
any additional cost. Finally, each node applies the following
rule upon reception of a gratis packet:
Definition 2 (Gratis Receiving Rule). The arrival of a gratis
packet never triggers any modification to the termination crite-
rion structures.
This rule is directly associated with the termination criterion
and indirectly affects the other packet duplicates that coexist in
the network. If not applied, it could lead to situations where
packets prematurely terminate their propagation in the network
destroying the protocol’s delivery efficiency. We further investi-
gate the importance of this rule through an example. In Fig. 13,
we monitor a packet p1 that is propagated through a part of a
network. Nodes in gray are selected as forwarders for p1, while
all other nodes act as passive receivers. Initially, at time t0,
nodes v and z receive a duplicate of p1 from the source node
s. Node v handles p1 as gratis since it is not elected as a for-
warder while for the opposite reason node z treats p1 as native.
At some point in time (t1), node v detects a coding opportunity
between the gratis p1 and the already encoded packet p2⊕p3.
As a result, it transmits the encoded packet p1⊕p2⊕p3. Node
u receives the encoded packet and successfully decodes it (as-
suming p2 and p3 are already known). Node u also handles the
copy of p1 as gratis. At time t2 a coding opportunity for gratis
packet p1 at node u results in the transmission of a new encoded
packet, i.e. p1⊕p4⊕p5, where p4 and p5 are ordinary native
packets previously received at node u. Node x receives the en-
coded packet and decodes it (assuming p4 and p5 are already
known). Likewise, x handles p1 as gratis searching for a proper
coding opportunity to relay it. Assuming that p1’s buffering
time expires with no coding opportunities, x drops p1 (time t3),
terminating its dissemination to the rest of the network. At this
point, the only way to deliver p1 to nodes n, e and a is through
the duplicate of p1 that node z holds. At time t4, the duplicate
of p1 is transmitted as a native packet because z is an elected
forwarder for p1. Node u, which is also an elected forwarder,
successfully receives p1 and has the opportunity to further re-
lay it. However, its decision depends on the previous reception
of the gratis copy of p1 at time t1. In particular, u employs the
MC/U termination criterion which allows a node to relay only
packets seen for the first time. In case that u has recorded the
former arrival of p1 at t1 no forwarding is allowed due to the ter-
mination criterion. Consequently, the newly fetched duplicate
of p1 is dropped (time t5). On the other hand, implementing
the “Gratis Receiving Rule” resolves the situation. According
to the rule, the former arrival of p1 as a gratis packet is never
registered by node u. As a result, the native copy of p1 is for-
warded to node x (time t5). From that point, node x successfully
propagates p1 across all parts of the network.
The example in Fig. 13 also illustrates the benefits of using
the coding redundancy technique. Packet p1 reaches nodes u
and x much faster when coding redundancy is utilized. More
specifically, nodes u and x receive p1 at time instances t1 and
t2, respectively. On the contrary, without coded redundancy, p1
reaches nodes u and x at t4 and t5, respectively.
The key functionality of the coding operation is the detection
of coding opportunities. Extending this functionality to sup-
port gratis packets is not straightforward. This is because there
are cases where gratis packets could destroy coding opportuni-
ties involving native ones, thus impairing the protocol’s energy
efficiency. Let us examine this problem through an example.
Suppose that an intermediate node v is elected as forwarder
for two native packets, i.e. p1 and p2, and that these packets
can be mixed together (forming the encoded packet p1⊕p2) and
forwarded with a single transmission. Things get complicated
when a gratis packet p3 is also present at v. Assuming that p3
can be combined only with p1 and that v chooses to combine p1
with p3 instead of p2 then two transmissions are required, i.e.
one for p1⊕p3 and one for p2. To evade this problem, we intro-
duce the following rule that every node applies when searching
for coding opportunities.
Definition 3 (Gratis Coding Rule). Gratis packets participate
in the coding process with lower priority than native packets.
Furthermore, in case that no coding opportunity is found
among native packets then coding detection terminates with-
out examining gratis packets. This policy in conjunction with
the above rule prevents a gratis packet from directly being com-
bined with existing native ones, leaving them available for pos-
sible future encodings. The only exception of combining a
gratis packet with a native one is when the buffering time of
the latter expires. In that case there is no possibility for the na-
tive packet to participate in any future coding opportunity. As
a result, encoding the native packet with the gratis one does not
destroy future coding opportunities.
6. Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of NOB-CR, we compare it with
two algorithms. The first one is CodeB [4] which is the most
representative of XOR coding-based broadcast algorithms. The
second algorithm is PDP [33] which, despite the fact that does
not use any type of coding, is well-known for its energy ef-
ficiency. We use two variants of PDP, namely PDP M/U and
PDP C/U, in order to examine how the termination criterion af-
fects the overall performance.
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Figure 14: Performance for different levels of offered load in the “sparse” topology (N=100, max speed:1 m/s, tRAD =400ms): (a) Delivery rate vs broadcasting
sources (b) Avg. number of transmissions vs broadcasting sources (c) Cumulative PDR vs end-to-end delay (S =50 sources) (d) Cumulative PDR vs end-to-end
delay (S=70 sources).
Set up and methodology: All investigated algorithms are im-
plemented in the ns2 simulator [56], using the CMU extension.
We present the average values over 20 independent simulation
runs, each with a duration of 300 s. The confidence level, for
all reported confidence intervals, is 95%.
Network model: The default number of nodes is 100, the prop-
agation model is the TwoRay ground with a transmission range
of 250m and the nominal bit rate is 2Mbps. The nodes move
in a square area according to the Random Waypoint (RW)
model [57]. To avoid transient artifacts in nodes’ movement,
we use the perfect simulation algorithm [59]. We examine two
network topologies; “dense” and “sparse”. Similar to [4], in the
“dense” topology, the average neighborhood size is 30 while
in the “sparse” topology it is 15. Note that we could not use
a lower density in the “sparse” scenario since in such a case
frequent partitions occur. Simulations confirmed that in the
“sparse” scenario there exist many nodes (those moving near
the boundaries) that experience very low connectivity. All al-
gorithms collect neighborhood information by periodically ex-
changing hello messages with an interval (tH) of 1 s.
Network traffic: Traffic is generated by broadcast sessions, each
stemming from a different source node and starting at a random
time. Although we use a variable number of sources, each one
producing packets at a constant rate of λ = 1pkt/s, the default
value is 50. The size of each message is set to 256 Bytes.
Coding parameters: All coding schemes under evaluation use
the RAD technique to maximize the probability of coding op-
Table 1: Simulation parameters
Simulation Time 300 s
Number of Trials 20
Confidence Level 95%
Transmission Range (R) 250 m
Bandwidth 2 Mb/s
Number of Nodes (N) 60 - 250
Avg. Neigh. Size 15, 30
Node Speed 0 - 20 m/s
Broadcast Sessions (S ) 10 - 90
Broadcast Rate (λ) 0.1 - 8 pkts/s
Packet Size 256 Bytes
Hello Interval (tH) 1 s
Random Assessment Delay (tRAD) 100 - 600 ms
portunities. According to RAD, each node delays every packet
it receives for a random delay in [0, tRAD]. The default tRAD
value in our simulations is 400 ms. Due to storage limitations,
all coding based algorithms buffer incoming packets for a lim-
ited time interval (BT ) in order to enable decoding. This time
interval is highly correlated with the time period for which in-
formation inside the neighbor reception table is available (RT ).
We set both time intervals to 5 s for the CodeB algorithm in
order to increase the benefits of network coding and be realistic
at the same time. On the contrary, we set only the BT inter-
val for NOB-CR algorithm since it operates without a neigh-
bor reception table. After extensive experimentation, we found
that a BT value equal to 2 s is sufficient for NOB-CR’s encod-
ing/decoding operation. The small BT value utilized by NOB-
CR is preferable because it allows for efficient management of
the limited storage space in the network nodes.
Table 1 summarizes the simulation parameters.
Fig. 14 illustrates the performance of all investigated algo-
rithms in the sparse topology and under different levels of of-
fered load (variable number of broadcasting sources). As dis-
cussed in section 3.1, our experimental results reveal the inef-
fectiveness of the M/U criterion that induces the performance
breakdown of the PDP M/U and CodeB schemes. More specif-
ically, as the load increases the algorithms that utilize the M/U
criterion lose their pruning efficiency producing a large num-
ber of transmissions (Fig. 14b). PDP M/U fails to prune trans-
missions when the number of source nodes exceeds 30. On the
other hand, network coding enables CodeB to maintain its prun-
ing efficiency when traffic is produced by up to 50 sources (half
of network nodes). However, as the congestion level increases,
the excessive number of forwarding decisions taken by both al-
gorithms induce transmission failures due to packet collisions.
As a result, their delivery performance deteriorates (Fig. 14a).
Table 2: Reduction (%) of transmissions for NOB-CR compared to other algo-
rithms.
# sources PDP M/U PDP C/U CodeB
10 44.7% 27.0% 7.7%
30 44.1% 29.8% 17.9%
50 57.8% 26.9% 22.7%
70 55.1% 24.2% 45.5%
90 51.3% 21.1% 45.3%
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NOB-CR outperforms all algorithms both in terms of delivery
efficiency and number of transmissions. Even in the extreme
case of 90 broadcasting sources, which is close to the all-to-all
communication paradigm, NOB-CR delivers ∼66% of the traf-
fic while the M/U based schemes reach less than 40% of the
network nodes (Fig. 14a). This justifies our approach to com-
bine XOR network coding with an termination criterion other
than M/U. At the same time, NOB-CR is exceptionally energy
efficient. Table 2 presents NOB-CR’s energy gains that de-
rive from reducing the total number of transmissions. Against
PDP variants, NOB-CR reduces the total number of transmis-
sions by 21% in the worst case. Compared to CodeB, the en-
ergy gains become noticeable when the broadcasting sources
are more than 30 (18% to 45%).
Fig. 14c and 14d depict the cumulative packet delivery ratio
(PDR) versus the end-to-end delay, i.e. the fraction of packets
delivered within a delay limit, when the broadcasting sources
are 50 and 70, respectively. We choose this presentation style
in order to capture both the delivery efficiency and the time-
liness of each algorithm. Again, the results provide a confir-
mation of the ineffectiveness of the M/U criterion. Even when
there are only 50 sources in the network (Fig. 14c) PDP M/U
collapses while XOR coding allows CodeB to achieve a com-
petitive performance. However, when the offered load increases
(Fig. 14d), both schemes that use the M/U criterion deliver less
packets with higher delay due to the increased number of trans-
mission failures. NOB-CR outperforms both schemes not only
in delivering more packets, but in delivering them faster. The
reason is twofold; the utilization of the MC/U criterion and the
coded redundancy mechanism. Interestingly, NOB-CR’s delay
profile is comparable to that of PDP C/U (especially in the case
of 70 sources) despite the fact that simple PDP schemes op-
erate without the RAD mechanism that significantly increases
the end-to-end delay. Moreover, we found that under high load
(> 70 sources) NOB-CR is at least as fast as PDP C/U. This
is due to NOB-CR’s pruning process that efficiently decreases
transmission failures allowing for timely packet delivery.
We also experimented on increasing the packet generation
rate λ while keeping the number of sources constant, e.g. S=10
sources. In this way it is possible to change the offered load
but limit the coding capability of algorithms. This is because
coding opportunities heavily depend on the number of packet
flows, i.e. the number of sources. The obtained results are qual-
itatively similar to the previous experiment therefore we do not
include the corresponding performance plots. In summary, for
a low λ, the energy gains for all coding enabled schemes are
limited. This is because the number of coding opportunities is
rather small since fewer packets coincide in the network. As the
offered load increases, the benefits of network coding become
more evident. However, after the breaking point of λ=5 pack-
ets per second the delivery performance of CodeB deteriorates
as a result of the increased levels of congestion. On the other
hand, NOB-CR exhibits a remarkable resilience to congestion
achieving the best performance in terms of delivery ratio and
energy efficiency.
Next, we used a variable number of sources to test all
schemes under different levels of offered load in the dense
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Figure 15: Performance for different levels of offered load in the “dense” topol-
ogy (N =100, max speed:1 m/s, tRAD =400ms): (a) Cumulative PDR vs end-
to-end delay (S = 50 sources) (b) Delivery rate vs sources (c) Transmission
reduction vs sources.
topology (Fig. 15). As expected, when the offered load is low,
the delivery efficiency of all algorithms improves compared to
the sparse topology (Fig. 15a). This is because the higher num-
ber of neighbors results in increased packet redundancy, making
delivery more probable. Furthermore, the diameter of a denser
network is smaller. Consequently, as depicted in Fig. 15a, all
schemes deliver packets faster than in the sparse case (Fig. 14c).
However, despite its positive effects, there is also a downside of
the increased neighborhood size; under high load the probabil-
ity of transmission failures due to collisions is higher. This is
because more packet duplicates are created, resulting in con-
gestion. As a result, schemes that do not efficiently prune trans-
missions collapse (Fig. 15b) as the offered load increases. Inter-
estingly, the performance degradation is more acute and devel-
ops more quickly (lower traffic levels) than in the case of sparse
topology because congestion is more severe. Fig. 15c illustrates
the reduction of the total number of transmissions achieved by
NOB-CR compared to all other schemes. As anticipated, the
higher gains are witnessed when the offered load is high where
NOB-CR prunes 60% more transmissions than CodeB. At the
same time, it delivers over 40% more packets (Fig. 15b).
In the following we focus on the more challenging scenario
of sparse networks. The next set of experiments assesses the
performance of NOB-CR and CodeB when scaling the network
up. Towards this direction, we conducted simulations with an
increasing number of nodes. At the same time, we also expand
the network area in which the nodes move in order to keep the
average neighborhood size fixed. Fig. 16 illustrates the cumula-
tive packet delivery ratio versus the end-to-end delay for various
network sizes. NOB-CR and CodeB present a similar behavior
when the network size is small, i.e. 60 nodes. As the number
of nodes increases, the performance of CodeB quickly deterio-
rates and finally collapses when the network size exceeds 140
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nodes (Fig. 16b). On the other hand, NOB-CR exhibits a re-
markable durability and its performance, in terms of both de-
livery ratio and end-to-end delay, degrades much more slower
and smoother (Fig. 16a). The witnessed performance degrada-
tion for both schemes is reasonable since in our experiment we
fix the network density. As a result, the diameter of the network
increases with the number of nodes and therefore it is more dif-
ficult to reach some destinations. Notwithstanding, NOB-CR is
very efficient in reducing transmissions (Fig. 17a) and therefore
alleviates congestion. Thus, failures due to collisions are mini-
mized and so is the impact of the increasing network diameter.
For example, in the case of 60 nodes NOB-CR produces ∼16%
less transmission than CodeB, while in case of 140 nodes trans-
missions are reduced by ∼42%. This increasing difference in
the pruning efficiency of the two schemes not only justifies the
higher deliver ratio of NOB-CR but is also in accordance with
the increasing difference in the delivery efficiency of the two
schemes. Overall, NOB-CR loses less than 15% of its delivery
efficiency in the most demanding scenario of 250 nodes. On the
other hand, in the same scenario CodeB loses more than 60%.
Going back to Fig. 17a, it is worth pointing out that the prun-
ing efficiency of NOB-CR is increasingly better compared to
that of CodeB. As expected, the total number of transmissions
increases because more forwarders are required for a bigger net-
work with a larger diameter. However, NOB-CR manages to
suppress this increase and therefore broaden its advantage over
CodeB. The reason for this result is not only the better prun-
ing operation of the MC/U termination criterion but also its
more efficient coding operation. To illustrate this, we present
in Fig. 17b the number of transmitted encoded packets as a
percentage of the total (encoded and native) number of trans-
mitted ones. Furthermore, in the case of NOB-CR we present
two separate classes on encoded packets. The one consists of
encoded packets containing at least one gratis packet (Coded
Redundancy) while the other refers to typical encodings involv-
ing only native packets (conventional coding). Recall that be-
sides the packets encoded with the conventional mechanism,
those produced with the Coded Redundancy method may also
reduce the number of transmissions. This is because the latter
packets may also contain two or more native packets. Clearly,
NOB-CR not only consistently performs about twice as many
encodings as CodeB does, but its coding operation is also sta-
ble. In contrast, the percentage of coded packets for CodeB
decreases in bigger networks which implies that the coding op-
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Figure 16: Performance when the network size scales up (“sparse” topology,
S=50 sources, max speed:1 m/s, tRAD=400ms): Cumulative PDR vs end-to-end
delay for a) NOB-CR, and (b) CodeB.
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Figure 17: Performance when the network size scales up (“sparse” topology, S=
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Figure 18: Performance under different levels of mobility (“sparse” topology,
N=100, S=50 sources, tRAD=400ms): Cumulative PDR vs end-to-end delay for
Node speed: (a) 2 − 10 m/s (b) 10 − 20 m/s.
Table 3: NOB-CR’s energy gains over CodeB under different mobility levels
Mobility 0 − 1 m/s 2 − 10 m/s 10 − 20 m/s
Gain 21.45% 23.94% 27.83%
eration is hampered by the underlying broadcast mechanism.
Another important finding is that NOB-CR also performs a
significant number of encodings involving gratis packets. Al-
though this type of encodings is important for reducing end-to-
end delay (as discussed in Section 5.4), it is also beneficial for
enhancing delivery efficiency because gratis packets increase
packet redundancy across the network without any additional
cost. Therefore, the Coded Redundancy mechanism also con-
tributes to NOB-CR’s superior delivery efficiency witnessed in
Fig. 16.
In the last experiment we assess the delivery efficiency under
different levels of mobility (Fig. 18). Clearly, increased mo-
bility impacts the performance of both NOB-CR and CodeB.
The reason is that both schemes rely on the PDP scheme. The
latter uses neighborhood information for electing the optimal
forwarders. This information becomes outdated more quickly
when mobility increases. Note that, as discussed in Section 5.2,
NOB-CR uses neighborhood information also for detecting
coding opportunities while CodeB uses a neighbor reception
table. Nonetheless, NOB-CR manages to outperform CodeB
regardless of the mobility level and even in scenarios of very
high mobility. More specifically, it exhibits faster packet de-
livery (Fig. 18) using more than ∼20% less transmissions com-
pared to CodeB (Table 3).
Besides the performance evaluation of the complete NOB-
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CR algorithm it is interesting to shed some more light on the
advantages and the limitations of the lightweight coding mech-
anism proposed in Section 5.2. In other words, we wish to in-
vestigate the storage and processing gains as well as the coding
efficiency of the approach, i.e. the ability to find coding op-
portunities without those ending up in decoding failures, com-
pared to the traditional approach that uses a neighbor recep-
tion table. To this end and in order to rule out any other in-
terfering factor, we compare NOB-CR with a modified version
of it that uses the typical neighbor reception table instead of
the lightweight coding mechanism. Clearly the advantage of
the lightweight coding mechanism is the reduced storage and
processing requirement as discussed in Section 5.2. To quan-
tify this advantage we monitored the storage requirement for
the two coding schemes both in a “sparse” and a “dense” net-
work (Fig. 19). We express the storage requirement in terms of
data items, where a data item represents the memory required
for storing the id of a node. We follow this approach in or-
der to have a fair comparison that does not depend on the data
representation method. Evidently, the storage demand for the
lightweight approach is significantly smaller (up to three orders
of magnitude) compared to the case of a neighbor reception ta-
ble. As discussed in Section 5.2, this also has a positive impact
on the required processing. An interesting and useful feature
is that although the storage demand of the traditional coding
approach increases (almost doubles) in a dense topology this
is not true for the lightweight implementation. This is reason-
able because in the latter case the storage demand depends on
the rather stable number of received duplicates and not on the
neighborhood size.
Regarding the coding efficiency and in order to understand
the differences between the two approaches recall that the
neighbor reception table is populated upon the reception of a
packet, i.e. it uses the neighborhood information at the time of
packet reception (e.g. t0). Instead, our method uses the neigh-
borhood state at a later time t1 > t0 (when a coding opportunity
is present) as an estimation of the neighborhood at t0. Clearly,
this estimation becomes less accurate when mobility increases
due to the increased invalidation rate of neighborhood informa-
tion or when a packet waits a longer time for a coding oppor-
tunity (i.e. t1 − t0 increases). We expect the lightweight coding
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Figure 20: Coding Efficiency of lightweight implementation vs neighbor recep-
tion table with respect to mobility in “sparse” and “dense” topologies (N=100,
S = 50, tRAD = 400ms): (a) coding opportunities (b) percentage of decoding
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Table 4: Delivery Ratio Reduction (%) of NOB-CR compared to NOB-CR with
neighbor reception table
Mobility DR Reduc. (%) RAD DR Reduc. (%)
0-1 m/s
“d
en
se
” 0.1002 100 ms 0.1342
2-10 m/s 0.0686 200 ms 0.3426
10-20 m/s 0.0921 400 ms 0.5302
0-1 m/s
“s
pa
rs
e” 0.5302 600 ms 0.8232
2-10 m/s 0.5677
10-20 m/s 0.6474
operation to be challenged in the aforementioned conditions so
we investigate the extent at which this happens. First we com-
pare the two schemes under different levels of node mobility
(Fig. 20). Furthermore, we examine both “sparse” and “dense”
topologies that correspond to different neighborhood sizes. As
expected, using a neighbor reception table is slightly better than
the proposed lightweight method from a coding point of view,
i.e. in terms of both detected coding opportunities (Fig. 20a)
and decoding failures (Fig. 20b). However, the difference is
minor even in high levels of mobility. What is more important
is that the slightly better coding operation of NOB-CR with
reception table translates to a poor improvement in delivery
ratio (Table 4) which peaks at ∼0.65%. This along with the
advantages of the lightweight implementation justifies our ap-
proach to choose the latter over the traditional coding approach.
Similar results are witnessed when we modify the RAD value,
that is the maximum time that we allow a packet to wait for
a coding opportunity (Fig. 21). As explained previously, in
the lightweight approach late coding opportunities, i.e. those
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appearing significantly later than the reception of the involved
packets, run an increased risk of resulting to a decoding failure.
However, this does not significantly impact the performance
(Table 4). Even when RAD is as high as 600 ms the delivery
ratio reduction is as low as ∼0.82% compared to the traditional
case. Note that 600 ms is already a significantly high RAD
value and results in increased end-to-end delay (Fig. 12). Us-
ing a higher value would further increase end-to-end delay thus
destroying the broadcast process. Finally, we observed simi-
lar results when increasing the network size or the number of
broadcasting sources.
7. Related work
Several studies have explored the use of network coding for
broadcasting in wireless ad hoc networks. Before looking into
the proposed schemes we first briefly review the field of tradi-
tional (non-coded) broadcasting that has been extensively stud-
ied over the last years. The interested reader can refer to a set
of surveys [34, 35, 42, 60, 61] for more details.
7.1. Traditional Broadcasting
The challenge in broadcasting is to deliver a message to all
network nodes while only a subset of the network nodes, called
forwarders, relay the message. Energy efficiency results from
minimizing the set of forwarders. The simplest approach is to
choose the set of forwarders probabilistically [61]. However,
more efficient approaches follow a deterministic approach by
constructing a connected dominating set (CDS) of the network
in a distributed fashion. The nodes constituting the CDS are
the potential forwarders while all other nodes just act as passive
receivers. Then, extra rules are usually applied in order to select
a subset of the CDS nodes as the forwarders.
Deterministic broadcast approaches can be classified into
three broad categories. In the first, a CDS of the network is
locally built using local topology information, i.e., 1-hop and
2-hop neighborhood. The computed CDS is used to forward
broadcast packets throughout the network with packets stem-
ming from different sources using the same CDS. Most algo-
rithms in this category differentiate on the heuristics used for
constructing the CDS [39–42]. Algorithms in the second cat-
egory again locally build a CDS that is common to every net-
work node but use additional dynamic rules based on broadcast
state information to reduce the initial CDS. More specifically,
dynamic rules usually exploit reception of packet duplicates to
compute nodes that already received the packet and enhance
the pruning process [31, 38, 43–47]. Other algorithms in this
category focus on reliability either by introducing packet ac-
knowledgements [47, 48] or by modifying the construction of
the CDS [49]. Finally, the third category follows a different
approach. Instead of building an initial CDS and then pruning
it, the algorithms in this category construct a source-specific
CDS on a hop-by-hop basis as packets are spread throughout
the network [32, 33, 50]. The CDS in constructed using both
local topology information, i.e, 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors, and
broadcasting state information obtained through packet dupli-
cates. Algorithms that focus on reliability also exist in this cat-
egory [51].
7.2. Coding-based Broadcasting
In the field of network-coded broadcast the proposed algo-
rithms can be classified into: i) energy efficient [4–13], and ii)
delivery guarantee [14–25] approaches. The first category aims
at striking the best possible trade-off between energy expen-
diture (usually expressed by the number of transmissions) and
delivery efficiency. On the other hand, the second category tar-
gets at 100% packet delivery and treats the minimization of the
related costs as a second priority task.
As we mentioned, in this work we focus on energy efficient
broadcasting. The proposed approaches in this field can be
further classified, based on the coding method, into: i) XOR-
based, and ii) RLNC-based approaches. The first subclass
of algorithms [4–9] follows the concept of “coding opportu-
nity” [29] to combine multiple packets into an encoded one us-
ing bitwise XOR operations. The coding process is performed
on a hop-by-hop basis, i.e. decoding takes place at every hop.
The prominent algorithm of this subclass, CodeB [4], combines
CDS-based broadcasting with XOR network coding. It also
provides information exchange mechanisms that make possi-
ble the implementation in mobile environments. CodeB builds
on top of the non coding PDP [33] scheme, which is actually
a CDS-based broadcast algorithm. However, it can be directly
applied to other CDS-based approaches. Wang et al. explore
the benefits of employing XOR network coding on various un-
derlying CDS-based broadcast schemes [5, 6]. Moreover, the
use of XOR coding over PDP and MPR [31], two typical CDS
based algorithms, in tactical networks has been studied in [7].
In [8] the authors study the problem of broadcasting with dead-
lines in static ad hoc networks and propose alternative buffering
schemes for the RAD mechanism. Finally, Yang and Wu [9]
explore the benefits of XOR coding in energy efficient broad-
casting when combined with directional antennas.
The second subclass of the energy efficient category consists
of RLNC-based algorithms [10–13]. These algorithms build on
the concepts of practical random linear network coding [62].
Encoded packets are created using random linear combinations
based on the theory of finite fields [63, 64]. Then, they are
forwarded either probabilistically [10–12] or deterministically
using a CDS-based algorithm [13]. Coding is allowed only be-
tween packets in the same group, called “packet generation”,
and is performed in an end-to-end basis, i.e., encoded packets
are decoded at the prospective receivers and only when a suffi-
cient amount of encoded packet is gathered. These algorithms
require special mechanisms for allowing nodes to distributively
agree on the grouping of packets into generations.
In the second major category of network coding enabled
broadcast algorithms the focus is on guaranteeing 100% reli-
ability. Here, there are also two subclasses that can be identi-
fied. The first consists mainly of XOR-based algorithms that
adopt a rateless approach [14–17]. Algorithms that utilize rate-
less coding keep producing encoded packets until all receivers
are capable of decoding the initial packets. As a result, these
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schemes require feedback information. In any case, implement-
ing a feedback mechanism is not straightforward in mobile net-
works. Therefore, those algorithms are limited to static net-
works. The same holds for the second subclass of algorithms
that also follow a rateless approach but utilize random linear
network coding [18–25]. Furthermore, most algorithms in this
subclass use only intra-source coding, i.e. encoding packets
only from the same source which significantly limits the cod-
ing gains in a multi-source scenario [12].
8. Conclusion
XOR-based coding has been successfully used to enhance the
energy efficiency of broadcasting in mobile ad hoc networks.
We demonstrated, through extensive experimentation, that us-
ing the M/U termination criterion in the baseline broadcast al-
gorithm severely impairs performance in several cases. Un-
fortunately, we found that alternative termination criteria that
are proposed in the literature are not capable of efficiently sup-
porting the coding process. As a result, we introduced a novel
termination criterion that is fully compatible with XOR-based
network coding. Furthermore, we revised some of the cod-
ing internals to enhance performance and at the same time re-
duce complexity. More specifically, we proposed a lightweight
method for detecting coding opportunities that operates with-
out a reception table. We introduced the concept of “Coded
Redundancy” that reduces the end-to-end delay by increasing
the packet redundancy across the network at no additional cost.
Finally, we improved the forwarder election process of the pro-
posed algorithm by exploiting information that was originally
used only for coding purposes. The efficiency of NOB-CR, the
algorithm that incarnates all the aforementioned modifications,
was demonstrated through extensive simulations.
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